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Savole, the
majestic feeling
Bijiou has launched an opulent
new range of taps. Savole is for the
uncompromising individual who
seeks a sleek edge in bathroomware.
The new range is available in classic
chrome and stylish satin nickel.
The simple design still has
French origins to tantalise the
senses in looks and touch, featuring
a distinctive broad lever. Bijiou’s
design team drew their inspiration
from classic chrome finishes, which
have been an industry standard for
many years. The mirror-like finish
complements the flat top of the
handle design and reflects light in a
majestic fashion.

The Savole range’s sophisticated
satin nickel finish also sets new
trends with its broad and elegant
tap shape. The styling goes well with
raw and dark backgrounds as it takes
centre stage on any basin, bath or
sink. The full range is made up of
a short and long body basin mixer,
bath mixer with hand shower, undertile mixer and diverter and, of course,
a kitchen sink mixer to finish off your
kitchen look as well.
If you enjoy a minimalistic
approach to your home styling, the
Savole range is truly a perfect match!
www.bijiou.co.za

luxury living,
timeless design

stylet, the ultimate in opulence
BIJIOU is eager to present to you the ultimate in
modern opulent living with stylet. French-inspired
minimalistic design exquisitely crafted from
the !nest materials.
the elegant shape of the taps complement any
bathroom or kitchen style, making the room feel it's
presence, the stylet truly is a must-have!
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